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Full Court M-M Pressure Defense
“`100 Open”

- We believe in pressure offense, pressure defense and especially pressure on the backboard. 
- We want our defense to create our offense. 
- We want to win games by getting “cheap” points. 
- We like to press for 84 feet.  We don’t want to concede one floorboard.  Go to the baseline on 

the first day and say, “We are fighting for all of this.” 
- You must have all five guys playing hard.  No traitors.  If four guys are busting their butts, one 

guy can’t loaf.  Don’t be soft, don’t be a traitor. 
- When you press it can complement your rebounding. 
- Pressing gives you “spurt ability”. 
- This is a man press that begins in a zone alignment. 

Positions

- 4 Man- On the ball as soon as it comes out.  If the referee doesn’t have to move you back you 
haven’t done your job. 

- 3 Man- Left Elbow/Right Elbow 
- 2 Man- Right Elbow/Left Elbow 
- 1 Man- Half Court middle or ball side 
- 5 Man- Help side at half court (No one is deeper than this guy) 

- We are only in that zone press alignment for about 1 or 2 seconds.  Sprint to spots then find 
someone on the other team. That becomes your man.  Don’t worry about mismatches. 

- You must practice getting there quickly and picking up quickly. 
- We do not get beat on the deep ball. 
- Switch on all screens. 
- Best traps are surprise traps. 
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- Positioning is the key to this.  Stay between your man and the ball.  Don’t allow it to be 
passed up the court.  Be on the line and up the line. 

- We don’t want them to be able to pass the ball up court.  You must force them to dribble the 
ball up court. 

- We trap guys who can dribble.  We pressure all other non-dribblers. 

Trap Rules

- Don’t foul in the trap.  Remember that fouling negates hustle.  Foul with your lower body. 
- Don’t get split. 
- Sprint out of traps. 
- Close-out to traps. 
- Be aggressive.  If we get a trap we should steal the next pass.  Trap it, steal it. 
- Once you commit to a trap, you should stay in it. 
- False Hustle- Don’t go for steals you can’t get.  If it’s a steal, steal it.  If we don’t steal it, we 

still want to give you a tough trip up the floor.  Going for bad steals kill us. 
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 Developing Players to Defend Full Court

The primary goal of our defensive system is to change and control the game primarily through 
controlling the tempo of the game and forcing the offensive team out of their comfort zone. 

The core teaching points of this system are: 

- Deny “entry” passes vs. “safe” passes increase time pressure 
- Force the ball to the outside, trap from the middle (Trap the turn) 
- Pressure over players; pressure requires rotating and scrambling to guard various players 
- Defend from the basket out 
- There are two ways to defend full court “ON” (pass lanes) and “OFF” (penetration lanes) 

Defensive Signals #1 (Set up of Pressure Point): “100”- Full Court, “34”- Three quarter court, 
“12”- Half court.  This can be 1-2-1-1, 2-2-1, or FC Man to Man. 

Defensive Pressure Call  #2 (Type of Pressure): “On”-Pressure, “Off”- Containment 

Defensive Principles 

1. On-Ball Containment 
- One ball defenders have one responsibility: primarily taking away ball penetration.  
- Effective defense is built on containing ball penetration primarily through individual on ball 

pressure and off ball movement and reaction. 
- At all times the ball must be guarded and dribble penetration must be contained by the on ball 

defender and pass penetration must be pressured by both the on ball defender and off ball 
defenders. 

2. Off-Ball Help/Reactions 
- Off-ball defenders must be constantly moving towards the ball to  gain an advantage based on 

the movement of the ball. 
- Pressuring/containing the ball and taking away the strengths of the player they are guarding 

are the two main responsibilities of defenders away from the ball. 
- Balance of these responsibilities depends on the offensive player’s strengths and the defense 

being played. 
- Moving towards the ball will get players in a position to provide early help and early rotations. 
- It is a mistake to allow good off-ball defense rotations to excuse poor on-ball defense. 
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- Primarily the off-ball defenders’ roles are to stop pass penetration (through effectively 
guarding pressure releases, cutters, screens and post players) and puts pressure on the ball 
through their defensive movement NOT help out beaten defenders. 

3. Hot v. Cold Players (2-1-0 Principle) 
- Principle of “hot” and “cold” players helps with their reads when defending off the ball. 
- “Hot” players describe individuals that are in a position on the floor where they can hurt you 

and so must be guarded. 
- “Cold” players describe individuals that are NOT in a position to hurt you. 
- This concept not only reinforces “scouting” but more importantly teaches players to scout the 

players they are guarding in every situation and in the process, “read” the offensive player and 
take away that player’s strengths…(Players watch film too) 

4. Pass v. Penetration Defense 
- Players’ off-ball reads will also depend on the defense being played primarily whether the 

team is guarding passing lanes or driving lanes.  If a pass defense is being played, pressure 
may be applied to “safe” passing lanes (passes that do not penetrate the defense) as well as 
“entry” passes (passes that penetrate the defense). 

- Teams that understand two or more approaches to defense improve their versatility and ability 
to defend teams and/or players with different offensive strengths, and also increase the ways 
that they can change and influence the game with their defense. 

5. Up-tempo Pressure Defense does not have to mean up-tempo pressured shots 
- Important to teach players the concept of using defense to control the tempo of the game and 

implementing consistent offensive principles and tactics regardless of the defense being 
utilized.   

- It is important that players understand that this is an offensive tactic and is not necessary 
dependent on playing an up-tempo defense. 

6. Guard the basket 
- Good defensive teams get stops by pressuring teams to take shots from poor positions.  The 

best position to score is around the basket so overriding all defensive principles are the rules: 
- There must always be a defender between the ball and the basket 
- All players must stay between their man and the basket 
- In the full court defense which involves trapping and rotations there will be times when the 

ball is unguarded so it is important to have the basket guarded by and off-ball defender. 

Teaching Defense over 84 Feet

Emphasize defensive team play with tactical understanding, individual fundamentals and 
conditioning. 

To successfully teach a full court defensive system, players must be well conditioned, have good 
individual defensive fundamentals and an understanding of defensive tactics.  This involves 
taking a whole-part-whole approach to teaching full-court defense by breaking down and 
teaching the components of the defense progressively building up towards the execution of the 
whole defensive system.  This will involve the following sequences: 
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- Aerobic (fitness) and anaerobic (defensive explosiveness) conditioning work; 
- Half and full court individual defensive drills (1 v 1) 
- Half and full court defensive advantage breakdown drills (2 offense v 3 defense) 
- Half and full court defensive disadvantage breakdown drills (3 offense v 2 defense) 
- Half and full court breakdown drills (2 v 2, 3 v 3, 4 v 4) 
- Controlled scrimmages (half court to full court) 

It is important to teach the majority of this defense with transition drills for players to develop 
the ability to convert after any defensive steal or forced turnover. 

Start simply, develop complexity 

Defending the whole court is built on full court man to man defense; using a zone defensive 
alignment to execute this defense can help build players’ confidence to pressure the ball and sets 
a platform to change up the defense.  Primarily coaches should develop players’ understanding of 
man to man defensive principles, then introduce a full court defense change up, then introduce 
the different looks of the defense. 

Teach players the importance of defensive communication

As the defensive signals/calls determines when and how the ball is going to be trapped in this 
defense, teaching this defense explicitly reinforces to the players the importance of defensive 
communication.  Using a combination of visual and verbal cues and having all players (on court 
and bench) repeat calls can help with this. 

Use of defensive cues is a key tool in determining players’ rotations after a trap; players who 
cannot or will not re-communicate will not be effective in this defense.  It is important that 
coaches tell players what to say by teaching that specific cue words they can use (long or short 
on rotations) and how they can utilize strategic communication (cover the basket= rim protector). 

Using the Full-court Defense

1. When 
- It is easier and more effective to set up after a score or dead ball, however, there is potential to 

use this defense off a missed free throw and, depending on the shooting team’s defensive 
balance, after a missed shot. 

2. Why 
- It is important for coaches to consider why to use it at a particular stage of a game. 
- Change the tempo of the game 
- Stop, change or create a run 
- Test a backup guard or ball handler with suspect ball handling skills 
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- Test the depth of an opposition team 
- Utilize a small lineup most effectively 
- Counter an opposition coach using a big line up 
- Counter any size disadvantages 
3. Where 
- Within this defense, the ball can be pressured over the full court, three quarter court or when it 

crosses half court.  This will depend on why the press is being used. 
4. How 
- The crux of using this defense involves combining four key concepts 

- Scrambling match-ups 
- Pressuring the ball 
- Rotating after ball pressure 
- Protecting the basket 

- These tactical concepts, and the individual fundamental skills and conditioning required to 
execute them, must be broken down, taught, developed and built up. 

Pressuring the Ball

1. Pressure Cues 
- There are two main cues which initiate ball pressure, the ball handlers action and the ball 

handlers category 
- There are four key triggers for a trap if the ball handler has their head down, ball handler is 

left in backcourt alone,  you see the back of the ball handlers head, out of control or make a 
spin dribble move.  It is more effective to trap after these triggers as the ball handler will be 
unsighted. 

- It is also important for the defensive team to “read” the offensive player.  If the ball handler is 
a “hot” player (with the potential to hurt us with ball handling) the defenders want to force the 
ball out of their hands so we should trap them aggressively on any trigger.  If the player is 
“cold” then it is effective for the defensive team if the ball is in their hands so it may be more 
effective for the off-ball defender to hedge and recover to apply pressure. 

- The defensive team can call a “hot” defense.  In this instance every player is considered “hot” 
and each trigger is trapped aggressively. 

2. Ball Pressure 
- There are three main ways to pressure the ball in this defense.  The first is to hedge help and 

recover in which case the off ball defender stays in an open stance and no rotations are 
necessary.  The second and third methods, run & switch and run & trap, require the defender 
to close stance thus losing sight of the player in their zone in which case the defense must 
rotate on any passes. 
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3 v 3 Positioning Drill

Purpose of Drill: 
Teaches proper run &amp; jump positioning when ball is moved. 
We do this drill everyday immediately following our dynamic warm-up… 

Executing the Drill:  
1. Three offensive players will start on the baseline with ball in the middle. Next we will have 

three defenders guarding them 
- The on-ball defender will pressure the ball, the help defenders will be stunting in gaps to 

keep ball from being driven up the middle. 
2. On the pass to the wing, the defender will close-out to the ball; forcing the ball up the 

sideline. The defender that is two passes away will sprint to the middle of the help line 
(middle of floor), defender that is one pass away will jump to protect “stunt”; or protect the 
gap to keep ball out the middle. 

3. No dribbling by offense. 
4. Offense will continually reverse &amp; swing ball by passing while moving up court. 
5. Defensive players rotate under ball &amp; close out on catch. 

Teaching Points: 
- Remind players to stunt at the ball and not deny the pass. 
- Move on air time and in the direction of the ball. 
- Proper close-out and off ball coverage. 
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3 v 3 Full Court Drill 

Purpose of Drill: 
Teaches proper run &amp; jump positioning when ball is moved. 

Execution of Drill: 
1. Defenders 3/4 deny. Defender that would be defending the ball is playing centerfield. 
2. Defender plays ball and tries not to get beat (frame 1). 
3. Help defenders see their man, but play ball (discourage any pass, but play the ball (frame 2). 
- Case A: Dribbler goes by defender with uncontrolled dribble sideline. 
- * Trap* (frame 3) 

 Teaching Points:  
-  Move in direction of ball. 
-  Trap the designated cues. 
-  Close out to the traps and steal the pass out.  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2 v 2 Run and Jump Drill 

Purpose of Drill: 
Teach players how to run &amp; jump w/hands high, proper close-outs and running to the pass. 

Executing the Drill: 
1. (O1) dribbles towards the sideline (O2) 
2. (X2) runs/jumps (O1) 
3. (O1) passes to (O2) while (X1) continues to run toward (O2). 
4. (X2) quickly rotates under the level of the ball. 
5. (O2) drives back to the middle &amp; repeat drill. 
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2 v 1 Square Up Drill

Purpose of Drill: 
Teach the defender how to handle a defensive situation when he is outnumbered. As a pressing 
team this is a MAJOR focus area in order to not give up easy shots. 

Executing the Drill: 
1. The two offensive players start on opposite line lane extended “slots” and one player will  

have the ball. 
2. The one defender will be positioned in the middle of the lane just about the volleyball line. 
3. At this point they will simulate a 2 v 1 situation looking to score. The defender is trying to 

get into a position to force two passes or to contest (w/o fouling or giving up a lay-up). 

 Teaching Points: 
- Defender should “stunt” at the ball-handler trying to make them make a quick move. 
- Defender should “square up” on the shot by the offense. Square Up-  means that we put both 

hands in the air towards the sky, and be ready to take a charge or if we do make contact its 
with the chest not the hands. 

- Defender does not want to give up a lay-up. BUT DO NOT FOUL. 
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1 v 1 Full Court Drill

Purpose of Drill: 
Teaches players how to defend the initial inbounds. Also works on  
offensive skills versus pressure. 

Execution of Drill: 
1. A coach or player takes the ball out of bounds under the basket. 
2. Defender 3/4 denies ball-handler as ball-handler works to get open in an area below the foul 

line. Working to get a 5 second count. 
3. After the ball is inbounded to ball-handler. Offense tries to beat defense and score at the 

other basket. (Do the same drill going the other way at same time (O v D). 

Defensive teaching points:  
- Deny the inbound pass to get the five second count. 
- Once the ball is inbounds, force the offensive player to the sideline, but NOT the middle. 

Hands should be above the shoulder and bent at the elbows. 
- Defense beat: 

• If the dribbler beats the defender toward the sideline the defender must run and beat the man 
to the spot. 

• If the dribbler beats the defender toward middle, the defender should run behind the ball and 
try to tip it. Tipping the ball from behind is the key to playing the middle dribble. 

 Offensive Teaching Points: 
- Discourage spin dribble because: 

• Ball-handling is a sign of weakness. 
• It makes you vulnerable to traps and run and jumps. 

- Getting open versus denial: As we build our press, we also work on offensive fundamentals. 
- We want to concentrate on moves such as the:  

•  Straight slash 
•  Stationary hook 
•  Hook reverse 
•  V-cut to the ball 
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Group Tip Drill

Purpose of Drill: 
Teach players to tip ball from behind. 

Execution of Drill: 
1. Player w/ ball is placed 4 or 5 steps from defender. 
2. Tip w/hand opposite the ball. We teach them to tip in an upward motion (slapping 

down=FOUL). 

Circle Wagon Drill
Purpose of the Drill:  
Getting into the press quickly after a score. 

Executing the Drill:  
1. Players line up in a circle around the paint. They should be mixed up between both teams 

(every other player should be on the same team). 
2. Coach will make a lay-up and call a color. That color will quickly set up into the pressure 

alignment and make the correct calls. 
3. They will then play 5 v 5 live with conversion. 

• Conversion: We tell them they can come back in transition if they get a rebound or live ball 
turnover. 
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Trap Intercept Drill 

Purpose of Drill: 
Teaching proper trapping fundamentals when the ball handler is left alone and interceptor reads 
once the ball is trapped. 

Execution of the Drill:  
1. Coach starts with ball under basket. With One offensive player beside him. 
2. The other three offensive players are in natural press break positions (if they were to “clear 

out” vs. Man pressure. 
3. Once coach passes the ball to the ball-handler, the top two defender will work to get a trap. 
4. Once trap happens they other two defenders will read the eyes and shoulders of the passer 

and anticipate the next pass and try to steal it. 

Teaching Points:  
- Proper trapping technique. 
- Reading the passers shoulders/eyes. 
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Trapping Fundamentals

Purpose of Drill:  
To teach how to trap, who to trap and when to trap (Good trap vs. Bad trap). 

Executing the Drill:  
1. Player/Coach inbounds the ball to the wing. 
2. Player at elbow and man on ball sprint to close-out the trap on the wing. 
3. Once the trap is sealed the ball-handler will retreat dribble and trappers will work to keep 

him in the trap without fouling. 

Teaching Points:  
- Cannot get beat in straight line up the sideline. 
- Control the dribble/ corral (herd) 
- Close out to traps, with high hands and taking away space. NO FRONT PIVOTS. 

Drill Variation:  
Here we work on our 2-2-1 alignment into our pressure. 
1. Same set up as above, however on the catch instead of a quick trap; the defender guarding 

in-bounder will sprint to the elbow area in help position. 
2. On ball defender will force the ball up the sideline, as the ball is being dribbled past free 

throw line extended area we will look to trap from behind. 
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Trap Transition Drill

Purpose of Drill: 
Teaches back tips, back pressure, Talk & Fix It.  It also teaches players how to recover after the 
initial trap and slow the ball up to get a second trap around half-court. 

Execution of Drill: 
1. Coach can either throw the ball to the player being trapped or the in-bounder.  
2. Once pass is made defense reacts accordingly.  If ball is being trapped (see diagram). 
3. If ball is thrown to the in-bounder; we do not do a full switch.  However the defender stunts 

and plays two guys until the 4 man can get back to the middle guy.  Then we play our regular 
FC Man principles. 

4. If the quick reversal happens and (3) takes the ball up the sideline,  (X3) and (X5) will trap 
the out of control dribble before he gets to Free Throw line extended area.  (X2) will have to 
sprint and cover (5) in the paint, (X1) will sprint to weak-side elbow and (X4) will sprint to 
take away first pass out of trap. 

Teaching Points: 
- Be more concerned with stopping the ball and not giving up a lay-up; rather than matching up 

to a particular man. 
- Make sure players sprint out of traps and get below the level of the ball. 
- Make sure back-side wing covers basket if the Post leaves to stop/trap ball on the sideline. 
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